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Too often, this myopia means that they fail to anticipate the ways in which such systems can be used to
increase the effectiveness of individuals in organizations. Correlation analysis was incorporated to describe the
strength and direction of the linear relationship between the two independent variables and the dependent
variable. We may find that with a little adaptation, pars of the system we need can be combined from various
sources: for example, a browser from one source with a database from another. The decision support systems I
have discussed go one step further. The plant had been using a model to calculate production mixes. Instead of
calculating renewal rates by hand, underwriters fill out coded input sheets for the system, which calculates a
renewal rate based on a series of standard statistical and actuarial assumptions. Another consumer products
company, faced with short-run supply problems for many of its raw materials, has developed an optimization
model to solve the mathematical puzzle of choosing and balancing among various product recipes. GIS
permits a user to analyze the relationships between different data sources. Imagine, then, the references in this
document, all being associated with the network address of the thing to which they referred, so that while
reading this document you could skip to them with a click of the mouse. The management of a shipping
company found that a system it used in consolidating and fine-tuning strategic investment plans also helped it
negotiate with banks. GIS packages, knowledge base systems, and statistical data analysis are three examples
of activities which are usually relagated to separate, large computer systems. Some observations on the
semantics of "information". To what extent is MIS being utilized to support Tactical planning for decisions in
Bahrain's financial organizations? In order to help production foremen improve the percentage yield on a
newly developed 50â€”stage process for manufacturing micro-circuits, the management of one company has
installed an on-line, shop floor information system. Graw-Hillk, New York. DSS may use data from external
sources such as current stock prices to enhance decision-making. Tools of persuasion Standard texts on
systems analysis totally overlook the personal use of decision support systems as tools of persuasion.
Organizations are aware that MIS is a special-purpose system useful for management objectives. Data analysis
An intriguing possibility, given a large hypertext database with typed links, is that it allows some degree of
automatic analysis. The advantages of information systems are several. In a number of instances, the
development of these definitions and formats was a lengthy and sometimes arduous task that was
accomplished gradually over the course of several years, but which was also considered one of the main
contributions of the systems. Figure 1. This problem may be more suited to a combination of object-oriented
and relational database techniques to classify and store image "meta-data". The regression analysis was
implemented to support the correlation test. Proposing decisionsâ€”optimization of raw materials usage.
Information Systems Frontiers, l3 2 ,  In contrast, Baskerville and Myers have examined the MIS field and
found a constant shift of MIS research from a technical focus to a technology-organizational and
management-social focus. Accordingly, the stored information must then be recalled and distributed for the
use of an organization leadership and top management as well as mid-level managers to take effective long
term strategic and short term Tactical decision-making. Hypertext allows documents to be linked into "live"
data so that every time the link is followed, the information is retrieved. Browsing techniques Much of the
academic research is into the human interface side of browsing through a complex information space. This
quid pro quo worked well; instead of seeing the system as a total imposition, the manager saw it as an
opportunity for them to take part in something which would be beneficial to them. In fact, the systems I cited
as my first, second, and fifth examples began this way and encountered resistance until they were repositioned
as something that users would want in order to become more effective. Often, the process of defining the
system is every bit as valuable as the system produced. Making decisionsâ€”an insurance renewal rate system.
It is sometimes possible to enhance an existing storage system by coding hypertext information in, if one
knows that a server will be generating a hypertext representation. Information systems are of different types in
respect with the kind of business or organisation. This is prompted by the strong push toward publishing of
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hypermedia information, for example on optical disk. Operators submit daily piecework reports, which include
yield, release date, identification of the person who does the work, and so on.


